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Fair Science Brian McCullough
It’s tough getting an eight-year-old to 

slow down long enough to talk. But ask 
grade 3 Westboro Academy student Sara 
Haji what she thinks of her science teacher, 
and she blurts out, “Great!” And what’s her 
favourite part of science? “Everything!”

The enthusiasm is real. One tour 
around the student science displays at 
Westboro Academy’s first science fair was 
enough to convince anyone that these 
students not only know more or less what 
they are talking about, but they also seem to 
take delight in making a fair show of their 
developing scientific skills.

For that, a great deal of the credit has 
to go to their science teacher, Jenny Paroli, 
who runs an after-hours science club. 
Murielle Bray, principal of the four-year-old 
Westboro Academy, said that the younger 

students seem to enjoy the mixed challenge of studying science in French. (Grade 1 
and 2 students follow a half-day French, half-day English program, before advancing 
to an all-English program in grade 3.) “It’s fun to do experimental science and learn 
French at the same time,” she said.

The displays were pretty much what you would expect to find at a primary school 
science fair — everything from model volcanoes to stripped-down cameras and Sara’s 
own presentation on telescopes — but in several cases the sophistication they showed 
was enough to make my own Grade 8 flying saucer and tin can planetarium project 
seem...well, juvenile, by comparison. Sara spent two months researching her science 
project and two weeks assembling the display. On show night she had her parents Naz 
and Hanifa, and seven-year-old brother Ali along for support (that’s her dad’s Bausch 
& Lomb reflector in the photo).

The real story, of course, is in what the students were getting out of their projects. 
That’s difficult to gauge from one short visit, but one thing was clear. The powerful 
combination of an enthusiastic principal, dedicated science teacher and supportive 
family seemed to be giving students at Westboro Academy a solid foundation for 
developing a life-long respect for science literacy.

Our Cover
Six-year-old Nathan McCullough examines a solar system display at Westboro 
Academy’s April science fair. (Photo by Dad)
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Notices
Congratulations go out to new parents Robert Dick and Jeanette Southwood. Young 
Jonathan Basil James Southwood-Dick (6 lbs 9 ozs) was bom on April 4, 1997 at 
Scarborough’s Grace Hospital.

And as if a new baby weren’t enough to complete her Spring ‘97 fashion statement, 
Jeanette has something new for the walls of her home office as well. On April 26 in 
Hamilton she was honoured by the Professional Engineers of Ontario by being 
awarded the prestigious “Young Engineer’s Award” in recognition of her 
professional, academic and volunteer work. During the black tie awards ceremony, 
Jeanette shared the stage with none other than Canadian astronaut Bob Thirsk who 
received the PEO Gold Medal.

Donations to the Ottawa Centre
The Ottawa Centre can always use your cash donations to support its various 
programs. To prevent your donation from going astray, however, you are please asked 
to direct your contribution directly to the Ottawa Centre, rather than include it with 
your membership fee that is sent to National Office (via U of T Press). Thank you.

Wanted
Binoculars, preferably 10x70, but will consider 9x63 or 11x80. Call Terrance at 820-7583 
(evenings).

Astro-Dad Robert Dick
Wednesday night, April 2, 1997. It was a cool, but clear evening as I set up my 

automated movie camera by the side of the lake. Carefully aiming it toward the 
northwest, I worked on creating a time-lapse movie of Comet Hale-Bopp as it became 
visible with the deepening twilight, tail growing longer as the darkness extended 
across the sky, then slowly arcing down to the right. I hoped to catch it slipping behind 
the distant tree line, disappearing under the pole star.

When I returned to the observatory, I perused some other ideas on how to capture 
the comet for posterity. I set up a wide angle camera on my bam door mount to record 
the comet above the western tree line. I began last year when it was a morning object 
and continued at every opportunity. The mount is driven by a small stepping motor. 
Last year I operated the mount by hand, but after a few cutting remarks by Glenn 
LeDrew at the Observers Group meeting, I decided to add a stepper kit I got from 
Herbach and Rademan, a surplus company in the United States. Now I am saved from 
the bugs and frostbite I endured as a “rite of passage.”

The comet sports two tails that I wanted to record for my public presentations. I 
used an old Russian camera body with Kodak Gold 1000 film and framed the shot 
with a 400-mm telephoto lens. Hale-Bopp has an extraordinary pseudonucleus. My
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telephoto lens shots don’t record this detail, so I mounted a 35-mm camera on my 8” 
f/10 Schmidt cassegrain telescope. Fast modem film and long exposures will hopefully 
pay off when I get my film back from the processors.

For really high magnification, I use my “El cheapo” CCD camera at the prime 
focus of my 24” f716 telescope. The 10-metre effective focal length and the 2.5-mm 
square CCD chip records a very small area of sky, 52 arc minutes on a side. 
Unfortunately, the dynamic range of the camera electronics is only 256:1 (8-bit) so I 
took lots of images in the hope of combining them to get more subtle detail in the 
swirling jets around the pseudonucleus.

Another CCD camera, on loan to me, was mounted on my spectrograph, but due 
to lack of maintenance of the spectrograph over the winter, the light throughput was 
very little. (Perhaps a spider set up residence inside the instrument.) I had lots of 
imaging power, but Murphy’s law usually scuttles some of it as it did with my spectral 
data of the comet. Not wanting to miss a shot, I remounted the spectrograph’s CCD 
camera and pointed it with its collimating lens toward the comet. The 135-mm lens at 
f/2.5 recorded the comet’s tail across the frame. The CCD camera was so sensitive that 
I had to use several different exposures to record the comet. The long exposures 
recorded the tail, but the pseudonucleus was saturating the chip. The short exposures 
didn’t saturate the nucleus, but nor did they show the tails. When I have some spare 
time I will play with the images to study what they contain.

The night remained clear until dawn when I removed the cameras, packed them 
away and turned off all the equipment. It was a successful night. Although the film 
had not yet been processed, the CCD images using the two cameras showed the tail 
and the pseudonucleus.

I had been up for 22 hours, from 8 a.m. on Wednesday until 6 a.m. Thursday. The 
sky was brightening, so I returned to the cottage and packed away the movie camera 
by the lake. The frame counter seemed to indicate that the camera had worked for the 
whole night. I went to bed a little after 6:00 a.m.

RING. . . .RING. . . .  R IN G ............

On and on the phone rang. It was 7:30 a.m. People should know better than to call 
me this early after a clear night.

RING___ RING___ R IN G ............ It was 8:30 a.m.

RING. . . .RING. . . .  R IN G ............  It wouldn’t go away!

“Hello.”

“Hello, Rob. Jeanette’s water broke at 6 a.m. You should come down to Toronto.”

The little one was arriving three weeks early. No doubt sensing the passage of a 
great comet, he decided that if  it was good enough for. Mark Twain (who was bom 
with the arrival of Comet Halley in 1835, and departed with it in 1910), it was good 
enough for him.
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So after two hours of sleep, a shower and a hearty breakfast, I hit Highway 15 and 
the 401 to Toronto, arriving at 2 p.m. at Scarborough’s Grace Hospital. Everything 
was arranged for the event to occur in the hospital’s “Family Birth Place.” Expecting 
to find Jeanette writhing in the pain of labour, I was surprised to see her up and 
talking on the phone, rearranging her workload at the office. We had already retained 
Andrea Levy, a labour coach (also called a “doula”), who arrived soon after I got there.

Although Jeanette was scheduled for an ultrasound on Thursday, the appointment 
was obviously cancelled. Ultrasounds are fascinating and can show the fetus moving 
about in the womb. (No, really — it’s neat!) As labour progressed, Jeanette began 
experiencing the dreaded “back labour.” The attending nurse and doctor realized that 
the little one was not in the typical position. Of course, if we had had the ultrasound as 
planned, we would have already known this. The baby was breech (bottom first) and 
posterior (backward). So, instead of a “leisurely delivery” in the comfortable Family 
Birth Place, Jeanette was whisked off to the normal labour room where the orientation 
of the baby was confirmed with a quick ultrasound.

I had wished to be outside the labour room; however I learned that this is no 
longer the correct place for a father to be during labour. I was expected to be with 
Jeanette, looking sympathetically into her eyes throughout the ordeal. This too was not 
to be. The doula and I were conscripted to assist in the delivery.

We had modest roles, helping hold Jeanette in position during the delivery. A 
fascinating education! Then early the next morning on Friday, April 4, at 3:42 a.m., I 
was a dad with a 6 lb. 9 oz little boy.

Like his dad, the baby had a contrary nature, being bom upside-down and 
backward under a cloudy sky. Fortunately, he had the wit to wait until the spell of 
clear sky had passed before he arrived.

Robert McCallum, himself a recent dad, told me that things change and priorities 
shift (but he added that I wouldn’t mind the change). Well, things have already 
changed. I have made several trips to Toronto in a single week, work is starting to pile 
up in front of my computer, and I am having to make hard decisions as I prioritize the 
work before me. I have already missed a few good nights, including the March lunar 
eclipse (and that was before he was born)!

Little Jonathan might steal some of my time for exploring the night sky, but I’m 
hoping that my observatory set-up will make it logistically easy for me to be a good 
Astro-Dad, managing both astronomy and fatherhood.

Items for Sale
Refracting telescope — Televue Genesis (500 mm f/5) in mint condition, features 
apochromatic fluorite design, Gibraltar mount, 2” focuser with star diagonal, 2”- l ¼” 
adapter, Televue 26-mm Plössl eyepiece, 1.8x Barlow, Thousand Oaks solar filter, and 
hard case. Asking $2,200. Call Frank at 729-5629.
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Meade Starfinder Equatorial pier mount (no telescope) with clock drive and 
counterweights. Asking $400. Call Brian McCullough at 831-4932.

Zoom lens for Minolta camera: 35-200-mm f/3.8 with macro. Asking $120. Call Rolf 
Meier at 256-4821.

Minolta Maxxum Auto Focus Camera System, consisting of:
• 9000 body, standard back, Super Back 90 with multi-function computerized LCD screen 

and flip-down pad; includes 50-mm f/1.7 lens.
• Two 4000 AF flashes, flash cords of various lengths, infrared focusing module, AC 

power for flash, Control Grip 1000 with automatic lighting ratio control for two flashes.
• Power winder, remote control, panoramic adapter and focusing screen, manuals, 

boxes and detailed instruction book.
Current price for this system on the used market exceeds $2,000. No tax (-15%) and if  
purchased before the end of May deduct another 10% or $200; for a total = $1800. 
Call Terrance at 820-7583 (evenings) to arrange viewing appointment.

April Observers Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
The April 4th meeting of the RASC Ottawa Observers Group at the NMST 

auditorium was enlarged by perhaps a record number of guests — no doubt due to 
cometary influences! Vice-Chair Gary Boyle welcomed the crowd and stated that 
March had indeed been a big month astronomically: besides the long-awaited Comet 
Hale-Bopp and the onset of spring (finally!), we had had a deep partial eclipse of the 
Moon. In other announcements, congratulations were offered to Rob Dick and 
Jeanette Southwood, who have just had a baby boy* and to Michel Labreque of the 
Museum of Science and Technology, another very recent, and proud, father.

Several of Cathy Hall’s friends had asked her how Hale-Bopp and last year’s 
bright visitor Hyakutake compared to other comets of recent years: were they really 
significantly brighter? In response, she assembled a retrospective of naked-eye comets 
she has observed over the last twenty or so years. She said almost all her pictures could 
have been taken by anyone with a 35-mm camera, standard lens, tripod, cable release, 
and 30 seconds under a dark clear sky — anything longer will show trailing due to the 
Earth’s rotation. These days, comet photography has been greatly eased by new films 
that far outperform the old High Speed Ektachrome (ASA 160), the fastest film readily 
available when Cathy got into the business.

After an introductory picture of a stained-glass “comet” sun-catcher that 
incorporates a thin slice of agate for the nucleus, Cathy showed pictures of the 
“typically faint” Comet Bradfield of 1972 and IRAS-Araki-Alcock, which zipped 
across the sky in a few days in May of 1983 and had no appreciable tail. When seen in

* Voice from the audience: “Where does Rob find the time?” 
Anonymous answer: “Well, it was a cloudy night!”
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a dark sky, the infamous Kohoutek (January 1974) was not the dud that media 
disappointment had made of it, but neither did it rival West, which Cathy observed for 
eleven mornings in succession two years later. On her first glimpse of it at 3:30 a.m., 
she thought it was a solitary light among the Gulf Islands between Vancouver Island 
and the mainland! Lessons learned: (1) avoid at all costs shooting over or past lights of 
any kind, and (2) take your pictures when the sky is darkest, as twilight dramatically 
reduces the visibility of the tail.

Then Cathy jumped forward 20 years to Hyakutake and a slew of new emulsions: 
Fuji 400, Ektachrome 400, Fuji 200 (actually much better rendition), Fuji P1600 
exposed at 800, and an unusual choice: a Tungsten 160, intended for incandescent 
illumination. The blue cast is not objectionable, and she felt it showed the tail best of 
all these films. This year, with Hale-Bopp, she tried Tungsten 320, which gives good 
colour balance in urban skies; in the country, P1600 is still preferable (and showed the 
North America Nebula to boot). Oddly, a little “pre-fogging” from sky-glow actually 
improves the tail visibility. Cathy had pictures showing that H-B is impressive even 
through (light) cloud cover, and one dramatic shot of the comet lowering above a 
cemetery in “downtown” Stittsville...a setting which prompted one member of the 
audience to suggest that the cometary apparition really might portend doom and 
gloom! Finally, on April 1st, she “got her act together” and did a successful 5-minute 
tracked exposure with the camera piggy-backed on her telescope.

“Cutting Edge” newshound Paul Comision continued the comet theme with 
Marching to the Beat of the Milky Wav Drum from April’s Sky & Telescope, which 
offers a new explanation of why comets leave their lethargic Oort Cloud orbits 
~50,000 AU out from the Sun and come hurtling into our skies. In the past the 
gravitational influence of a passing star has been blamed; now it is suggested that it 
might be from the imbalance of a whole galaxy of stars — ours! — when the Sun is 
above or below the galactic plane. Although the Sun’s motion is primarily around the 
galaxy in a 250-million-year orbit, it also “bobs” or “surfs” up and down, that is, in 
and out of plane; the occasional change of direction of the net gravitation force might 
account for periodic peaks in the cometary bombardment rate, every 35 Myr or so.

Then, as Solar Co-ordinator, Paul explained how the Sun shines. It’s not, as 
nineteenth-century scientists thought because it’s made of burning coal (or sawdust!) 
or from gravitational contraction: Lord Kelvin was only able to allot a lifespan of 
100,000 years from that cause, much shorter than the billions of years geologists said 
it had to be. It took until 1939 before Jewish refugee Hans Bethe at Cornell could 
frame the mechanism:

• under conditions of high temperature and pressure, two protons collide and 
stick together to form a deuterium nucleus 2H, shedding the excess positive charge as a 
positron (e+) and a neutrino (v0). The positron quickly annihilates in a suicide pact 
with a stray electron (e-), releasing lots of energy; the neutrino doesn’t interact with 
other matter (except very rarely with a chlorine atom in a massive tank of cleaning 
fluid at the bottom of a mine!) and escapes.
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• later a third proton strikes the proton-neutron pair; a gamma ray (γ) is 
emitted and a 3He nucleus is formed.

• later still, two 3He nuclei comprising 4 protons and 2 neutrons in total smash 
together; the result is a single 4He (2P + 2N), two loose protons and a bit more energy.

It turns out that the 4He nucleus has only 99.93% of the mass of the original four 
protons. That missing 0.07% represents energy liberated to sustain the Sun against 
gravitational collapse (Kelvin would be relieved) and eventually work its way to the 
surface and be radiated as heat and light. Now you know; but don't try this at home!

After some announcements relating to astronomy events at the museum, Gary 
Boyle showed a nice sequence of slides of March’s lunar eclipse taken through his 8" 
f/6 Dobsonian on Kodak Elite 2 at 15-minute intervals. If you missed this one, you’ll 
have to wait until January 2000 for the next live show.

Yves Demers announced that there had been a good response to last month’s 
appeal for help in revitalizing the Ottawa Centre’s web site. A planning meeting had 
been held, and new pages on a variety of topics were starting to appear, improving 
both content and appearance. Yves is still calling for photos, articles, anything...even 
“fairy stories about stars” if that’s what you’d like to post. He’ll be keeping us 
informed about the statistics of how many people notice our web presence, and where 
they connect from. “Long life to the RASC Web Site!” — and a cacophony of 
noisemakers from his crew.

News flash:
The URL is changing to h t t p : / / O t t a w a .r a s c . ca. Update your bookmarks!

Few amateur astronomers really like snowflakes, but could Rolf Meier be actively 
trying to avoid them? Once again this year he got away to sunny Arizona; he 
introduced his talk by saying he’d taken some slides of the comet “but I thought I’d 
show the wedding pictures instead”...congratulations are in order to David Levy and 
his new bride Wendee Wallach! But we did see Hale-Bopp, above mountains, from 
Carolyn and Gene Shoemaker’s front window, and over 800-year-old Indian Pueblo 
ruins. He also caught a glimpse of Canopus just above the southern horizon of Tucson, 
and took some pictures of Lowell Observatory, including Percival L.’s mausoleum and 
a scale model “walk through the Solar System” culminating at the Pluto discovery 
telescope, now relocated to Mars Hill.

Glenn LeDrew showed a couple more pictures of the eclipse of the Moon, noting 
that it was much brighter than others in recent years. But as Cometary Co-ordinator, 
he feels a proprietary interest in Hale-Bopp (fortunately it’s big enough for us all to 
share!) and showed off his baby both as background in scenic views of the countryside 
near Aylmer, and in its own right as the focus of attention. A six-minute exposure 
(50mm) showed its tail enveloping the Double Cluster in Perseus, while the telephoto 
showed streamers of ionized gas near the head.
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Visitor Peggy Torney of the Kingston Centre invited us all to the General 
Assembly there on the Canada Day weekend. Besides the invited speakers (radio 
astronomer Judith Irwin, Kuiper belt expert Martin Duncan, Terry Dickinson, David 
Levy, and Ruth Northcott Memorial Lecturer Dr. Eugene Shoemaker) there will be the 
traditional “Murphy Slide Show,” the song contest, and this year, the “Pisces Poem 
contest” on the subject of “the one that got away.” For information, contact Kim Hay 
at (613) 353-1189, or e-mail kimhay@adan.kingston.net. See you there!

The meeting finished about 10 p.m.; thank you, Anne and Art Fraser, for the 
refreshments afterward.

Rideau Ferry Open House May 30 -  June 1
Mark your calendar for the last weekend of this month as, once again, Centre member 
Robert Dick throws open the doors of his Rideau Ferry Observatory to astronomers 
and other friends of the sky. If you are new to the club, this is an opportunity not to be 
missed. Old hands will tell you of the great views they’ve had through Rob’s 24-inch 
reflecting telescope, and the fun family day atmosphere that prevails. In past years 
visitors have joined Rob for a Saturday evening restaurant supper in Perth (let Rob 
know you’re coming).
The road to Rideau Ferry follows Highway 7 to Perth, turns left at the lights and 
continues down to Rideau Ferry (or take Hwy 15 to Lombardy beyond Smiths Falls 
and turn right toward Rideau Ferry). The observatory is just east of the bridge. Bring 
your telescope or binoculars...and we’ll see you there!

Clear Skies!
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